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Content instructors trustâ€•in a low-priced, very brief textWe the People is the best text for showing

students that politics is relevant to their lives and that political participation mattersâ€•especially in

the digital age. Based on the full-length text, this low-priced, very brief text offers authoritative

coverage of the core topics in American politics. New coauthor Caroline Tolbert brings expertise in

political behavior to deep revisions of key chapters, and new Digital Citizens boxes highlight the role

of new media in politics.
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This is good for a textbook. I bought it for my political science class. The boring part is that, in each

chapter it covers a lot of case examples (state vs. etc.) But within the first 5 chapters the reader will

gain a clear understanding of how the constitution and the bill of rights came to be, and how it

allows us the freedoms to do a lot of things today, that we take for granted

This is the textbook required for an introductory politics class. The layout is study-friendly and easy

to understand, and having the vocabulary words defined in the pages' margins is really helpful.

Started reading for my class but ended up reading for than I needed to.Very informative and

easy-to-understand review on our government.Book is organized wellIt has really helped me

understand the government to the point where I can talk politics around the dinner-table now without



being afraid that I sound naive. Government news and shows are easier to understand now that I

have a background to the governmental systems that I never learned about in high school.

I feel that anyone studying political science should check this book out. It's very clear and easy to

read, plus it has online quizzes to test your understanding. I would highly recommend to anyone

trying to get a better understanding of political science outside (or inside) the classroom.

I read this whole darn book in my summer school course. 6 weeks. The only way I completed the

reading is because it was interesting. This book is well written and related to modern times quite

well. Great book for an introduction to Political Science.

Very informative textbook filled with up to date information about how our government originated, its

functions, responsibilities, duties, all the way up to Obama's Administration. Very pleased with this

textbook and its contents for my College Government class!

Did have some of the stuff missing inside that my instructor noted, however, she said she would

provide that when necessary so I didt have to go purchase another book. It is more compact than

the one the school was requiring, that I believe was blue and white and somewhat larger in size.

Had to buy it for school. Some of the stuff in it is worth the information but the way it's written

sounds like someone trying to guilt you into agreeing with everything the government does
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